Multi-mission Micro Air Vehicles (MAVs) are now becoming more challenging and attractive. Therefore, high speed, low speed and hovering capacities should be studied and performed. The aerodynamics of these new MAVs are very complex due to several problems including very low aspect ratio wings, very low Reynolds number (Re) flows, very high angle of attack flight, and very high interaction between the propeller and the airframe. These complex aerodynamics can not be yet exactly determined by numerical tools. Therefore, research and design studies of multi-mission MAVs should be conducted by wind tunnel testing. This paper summarizes the developments of low speed low Reynolds testing facilities for multi mission MAV research at ISAE-SUPAERO. The experimental facilities have been modified and developed in order to obtain good experimental results at low speed and low Re numbers which include: a) improvement in low speed stability of the wind tunnel, b) development of a new high precision balance for wing-propulsive interaction test, and c) longitudinal gust generator system for flexible wing studies. The performance and advantage of the facilities has been proved by research and successful design of a low speed fixed wing MAV (the TYTO) and VTOL MAV (the MiniVertiGo and the MAVion).
INTRODUCTION
Micro Air Vehicles (MAVs) are now widely known and numerous MAVs have been designed and developed such by the University of Florida [1] , the University of Arizona [2] , and etc [3] [4] . Due to the restraint of dimension defined by DARPA, MAVs are usually designed as a very low aspect ratio (LAR) flying wing platform. This LAR wing both theoretically and experimentally shows very high induced drag. Therefore, most LAR fixed wing MAVs often fly at very high speed in order to decrease an induced drag and to reach the sufficient lift force at optimized L/D or L 3/2 /D. Institut Supérieur de l'Aéronautique et de l'Espace -SupAero Campus (ISAE-SUPAERO) has started interest on the aerodynamics of MAV since 2000 and several student projects of MAV wing's aerodynamics had been performed. Side-by-side wind tunnel tests were carried out in order to select the best aerodynamic form. SUPAERO had also developed 2 LAR tailless fixed wing MAVs in [2001] [2002] [2003] . Both MinusKiool and Plaster MAVs participated in the French MAV competition. Nevertheless, the aerodynamics determined by wind tunnel test did not agree with the characteristics observed by the flight test. The flight performance did not good as predicted by the wind tunnel testing result.
The challenge of MAV design becomes more demanding with multi mission task which have been required for the last few years. In competitions, MAVs must show multi capabilities in order to achieve all the demanded tasks. High speed flight performance is need as a means to arrive at the target as quickly as possible and this capacity is very helpful on a windy day. Low speed flight is required for flying in an urban or in a confined environment such as entering into a building. Low speed performance is sometimes useful for loitering over a target as well. MAVs may also demonstrate hovering flight with the purpose of capturing a target. Finally, a VTOL capacity is really useful for takeoff and landing in a very small area, such as a small room.
The aerodynamics of MAVs has been researched by many universities. Both numerical and wind tunnel studies were performed for LAR wing at very low Re. At low Re number, Pelletier and Mueller 5 and Sun and Boyd 6 mentioned that L/D of thin airfoil is better than that of thick one. Nevertheless, an advantage of using thick wings is for component integration into a wing and without a fuselage. Both thin and thick wings are employed in real applications as found in many MAV competitions. Therefore, it is not clear yet that what kind of airfoil is optimized for MAV applications.
Pelletier and Mueller 7 showed that aerodynamic measurements on small models at very low Re numbers must be performed by sensitive equipment. Therefore, to achieve this goal, a new platform aerodynamic balance was designed; e.g. Ref. [8] [9] [10] [11] . Other methods have also been used to determine aerodynamic characteristics of MAV. Drag force of low Re numbers airfoil data published by the University of Illinois [Ref. [12] [13] was obtained by wake observation. Pressure distribution on the wing surface was used as well 14 . However, these methods are not suitable for finite wings.
Flow characteristics are another important parameter which highly affect wing aerodynamics. The investigation of Watkins et al. 15 presented strong instability of an atmospheric wind close to the ground. Aerodynamic characteristics of MAVs sometimes depend on turbulence and flow quality 7, 16 . Flight test in the wind tunnel demonstrated a significant effect of this complex and high instability flow on MAVs as well 17 .
Therefore, an aerodynamic design tool must be developed for this LAR-low Re specific problem in order to improve accuracy of results. Wind tunnel testing is one of the most efficient tools in MAV design. Zhan et. al. 18 compared different MAV configurations by wind tunnel test. Different wing planforms are experimentally observed by Torres and Mueller 19 as well. Although the effect of aspect ratio and planform could be summarized, some effects such as wing trailing edge shape could not be clearly investigated, possibly due to the measurement error. Accordingly, both sensitive aerodynamic force balances and wind-tunnel with highly stable flow are important for MAV research. Hence, the University of Florida, by Babinsky et al. 20 , designed new facilities for MAV research in 2006.
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) tools were also employed for MAV research and designs. CFD was used to compare different configurations. The effect of winglets or endplates was predicted by Viieru et. al. 21 . Results of CFD on very low Re numbers were compared to experimental results [22] [23] [24] with little agreement. Since the aerodynamics of MAVs are still undetermined, error of CDF results are not known. Therefore, one should improve the quality of experimental results, reduce the errors, and know the uncertainty of testing results.
The uncertainty of aerodynamic coefficients depends on measurement of several parameters including dynamic pressure in the test section, force and moment measured, and model dimension. For high speed testing, small variation of speed in test section slightly affects experimental results but it highly impacts in case of low speed testing. This is quite similar for force, moment and dimension measurements. Therefore, percent error tends to be more significant for lower Re testing. By applying the small-sample method 25 , the uncertainty (U) of aerodynamic coefficient can be written by equation 1.1 and 1.2.
(1.1)
where, F, M, q, S, and care force, moment, dynamics pressure, wing area, and mean chord, respectively.
.
Wind tunnel testing of MAV is difficult for researchers because of very low Reynolds number and very small forces / moments as mentioned in the previous paragraph. The preliminary difficulties of low Re test are to simulate stable flow in a test section and to obtain good measurements. Although, Watkins experimentally showed complexity and high instability of flow at very low Re for real flight of MAV, obtaining aerodynamic characteristics with small uncertainty and small error is still desired both to optimize configuration design and for comparison with numerical results. The difficulties of measurement become more important for very low speed tests. The minimum drag of a MAV wing may be only a few mN, in particular for thin wings which have good aerodynamic performance. Zero moment must be measured in order to examine trim AoA at different flight speeds. In addition, the aerodynamics of VTOL MAVs during transition between vertical and horizontal flight modes must be identified in order to design control laws.
Furthermore, propulsive induced flow highly influences MAV characteristics. This is due to the large propeller size compared with vehicles. The propeller diameter can be up to 60% of wing span and most MAVs use propulsive tractor configurations. Strong prop wash directly impacts most of the wing area and highly modifies the aerodynamics especially at low speed and high AoA during transition and hovering flight 26 . Prop wash effects can highly upgrade or degrade wing aerodynamic performance, in particular for tractor propeller configurations. The wind tunnel test result of Null and Shkarayev [Ref.27] illustrated L/D of a MAV wing being strongly degraded by propulsive induced flow at high angle of attack (AoA). Propeller position influences the aerodynamic characteristics as well [28] [29] , in particular at low speed, high AoA. Interaction between MAV and propeller is important for MAV design and it has to be more clearly studied.
Flight path stability is very important for searching and identifying targets on the ground, especially for a camera platform MAV. Numerous flexible membrane wings have been studied at the University of Florida since 2002 [30] [31] . Both simulation and flight test were performed to demonstrate the advantages of the flexible concept. They showed that flexible wings are more stable and less perturbed from external wind variation or wind gusts. Another advantage of flexible wing is that it is easy to modify camber. This may be useful for multi mission MAVs in term of optimizing induced drag 32 . The flexible wing concept is also a focus of the current MAV project and its advantage will be experimentally investigated. Many wind tunnels studies of gusting on large air vehicles exist [33] [34] [35] . To experimentally investigate the advantage of flexible wing concept to low speed MAVs, a gust generator and other test facilities for MAV research are developed and detailed in this paper as well.
TESTING FACILITIES OF LAP
Much research has been done and published by ISAE-SUPAERO. However, before the interest of MAV activities in 2000, most research at ISAE-SUPAERO was performed for high Re problems. Thus, the facilities of the laboratory were originally designed and adjusted for high speed and high Re testing. The aerodynamic and Propulsion Laboratory (LAP) has 6 wind tunnels, in total. Hence, due to increasing MAV activities, one wind tunnel, called "S6", has been reserved for MAV projects since 2003. Then the test is carried out by rectangular flat plate of aspect ratio 1 to evaluate measurement of the old facility. However, it is found that the result of MAV wing obtained by this wind tunnel is not in agreement with that found from results of Torres [19] . The lift curve slope obtained has 20% error compared with results published by Torres and formula of Hoerner and Borst. This high error mainly results from pressure calibration error and force measurement error.The old wind tunnel "S6" and old force balance which must be used for MAV testing are detailed in this section.
Wind Tunnel and Equipment
The close loop low-speed wind tunnel S6 has close-test-section size of 45x45x70 cm. The inlet of test section size is 45cm by 45cm while the outlet of the section is 46.3cm by 46.3cm for boundary layer correction. Therefore, based on Ref. 36 , the size of the MAV model is limited to a 20cm-wing span in order to avoid strong wall boundary effects. The contraction ratio is 6.19 and the diffuser ratio is equal to 2.56 with an angle of 4°. Wind speed is controlled by power or rotation speed of an electric motor located as shown in Figure 1 . Blade pitch angle of the 80cm diameter rotor was originally set at 34deg. This leads to a maximum speed of 36 m/s at maximum power around 20kW. Layers of honeycomb and screen are installed ahead of the contraction part in order to guide the flow and to reduce turbulence. Turbulence intensity measured at maximum speed is below 1%. Differential pressure is observed by a Pitot-static tube installed at the contraction section where the section is 50cmx50cm. This differential pressure captor has a maximum range of 1000Pa and was calibrated at high differential pressure corresponding to 30 m/s. Static pressure and temperature are taken outside the wind tunnel. Dynamic pressure in the test section can be simply determined. To verify an air speed measurement, flow in the test section is re-observed at low speeds 5 to 15 m/s by hot wire probe. High error in dynamic pressure and highly unstable flow are found. At 5m/s, the test section has flow speeds varying up to ±0.43m/s which corresponds to about ±8.6%. The percent of this variation is very high and introduces very high errors as a result. Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of models are usually measured by the balance as shown in Figure 2 . The balance is equipped with DC motor to adjust angle of attack. The balance shown in Fig.2a can support the model in two ways. The first one is a three-strut setup as illustrated in Figure 2b . Two front struts are fixed on the upper plate of the balance while an aft strut is installed with an AoA adjustment system. The two front struts are rounded to be stream shaped and have a chord varying from 35mm to 15mm and maximum thickness varying from 10mm to 3mm. The aft-strut has a chord of 10mm and a thickness of 4mm. The advantage of this setup is that 3D model tests can be easily conducted. Nevertheless, there are some drawbacks. As the supports are presented in the test section, the results must be corrected for strut drag. Another drawback of this large support is an influence of struts which may affect flow around the model. The study, previously documented in Ref. 37 , on very low AR wing showed the front struts somehow affected induced drag results. Since the size of front struts is comparable to model dimensions, they act as a winglet. The second model setup method is wall support technique as seen on Figure 2c . This method is used for the half model test. The positive points of this method are no strut drag correction is required and the size of the model can be increased. Yet, since a MAV model is very small, wall boundary layer on the symmetry plane may highly modify the aerodynamics of the wing. Pelletier and Mueller [Ref.38] suggested that the presence of an endplate in wind tunnel force measurements has a strong effect on lift and drag coefficients at low Re numbers. In addition, this method can not be used to test single propeller MAV models so the side wall support technique is not selected for MAV studies.
Force Balance and Model Setting
All three load cells are connected to acquisition system and supplied by constant electric voltage of 4V. High performance amplifiers equipped with integrated filter-amplifier ANS E-300 are used. The maximum gain of 1000 is usually applied. The signal is also filtered at 1 kHz. The output signal from the acquisition chain is then transferred to a 12 bit acquisition card. The maximum capacity of this balance is 5kg, 5kg, and 1kg.m for lift, drag, and pitching, respectively. Known masses of 100 and 200g are used for balance calibration. The first disadvantage of this balance is the limited sensor precision. The balance is examined using small masses from 0.5 to 100g. It is found that the precision of force captured is equivalent to 4g, 2g and 5g.cm for lift, drag and pitching, respectively. Standard deviations of measurement of 10 samples found are 2.1g, 1.2g, and 2.8g.cm for lift, drag, and pitching, respectively. This is very high compared with the expected measured force.
F Fi ig gu ur re e 3 3. . Unexpected drag force observed by the old balance system A second disadvantage is the unexpected interference of AoA adjustment to strut drag. Following the Fig. 2 , the aft strut in the test section must be move downward in order to increase an AoA. Therefore the drag force of the aft strut must reduce with an increasing of AoA. Thus, the strut drag measurement results are not like that. Fig.3 shows the variation of strut drag as a function of an AoA of the old balance system. The results of three strut drag tests, done by continuous angle of attack adjustment, are plotted with the grey symbols. The plots show an increasing of strut drag coefficient which is non physical. There is also a difference between each test. The strut drag force statically measured for given AoA is also presented and compared in Fig.3 . The drag coefficient is now decreasing with an AoA. .
DEVELOPMENT OF TESTING FACILITIES FOR MAV
Section II highlighted inadequacies in wind tunnel and force balance for low Re testing. Some modifications and developments have been performed in order to improve the quality of results of MAV research. The improvements to testing facilities are detailed in this section.
MicroBalance
Due to the low precision of the force balance mentioned in section 2 and the high interaction between wings and propeller detailed in section 1, a new aerodynamic force balance is required for MAV research. The new 5-component force balance (lift, drag and all three moments) is designed, particularly for high precision pitching moment and for wing-propeller interaction studies. The MicroBalance is equipped with 8 total load cells; 6 load cells for model aerodynamic characteristics measurement and 2 additional load cells for propeller force measurement. Each load cell has 1kg maximum capacity and is rated at 10V. High performance single point aluminum load cells are used. Smaller size struts are used to decrease the wake size. Details of aerodynamic force balance had been published 39 . Two front struts with a chord of 10mm and thickness of 4mm, are fixed on the ground. An aft strut is fixed on a movable plate which adjusts the AoA of model and is controlled by 0.01deg precision step motor. To study propulsion-wing interaction, a propulsion strut is installed just behind the aft strut ( Fig.4-left) . This strut supports the propulsion system. Axial and normal forces of the propeller are determined by 2 load cells. The wing and propeller-motor can rotate together while increasing the AoA. Relative position and relative angle between the model and the motor are theoretically constant during the test. Each strut of the MicroBalance is calibrated by known masses of: -50, -20, -10, -5, -2.5, -1, -0.5, 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 75, and 100g. Coupling effect from normal component is investigated by applied -50, +50, and +100g. No significant effect is found. The calibration is done 10 times and averaged to obtain the gain of the load cell. The gain of each load cells found is quite linear even at small applied load. The error from calibrations is around 1% max. Table 1 shows that the new MicroBalance has more precision and better resolution than the old one. Only three longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics are presented. Applying the method of Kline and McKlintock 25 , uncertainties of results obtained by the new MicroBalance are 0.26g, 0.21g, and 1.28g.cm for lift, drag, and pitching, respectively. The standard deviation is reduced approximately 3.5 times from the old one. The precision of MicroBalance is a little better than that used by Pelletier and Mueller 7 and Luke and Bowman 9 . Nonetheless, the precision in moment measurements is still not good as the balance developed by Kochersberger and Abe 10 . Improvement of precision in measurement directly affects the uncertainty of aerodynamic results. .cos .sin α α 
Wind Tunnel Modification
The wind tunnel generates very high instability at very low speed since the rotor blade pitch angle is high. Hence, wind tunnel improvement for working at low speed condition can be performed by adjusting rotor pitch angle. The pitch angle of rotor blades was reduced from 34°to 22°, resulting in decreased rotor wake. At working speed 5-10 m/s, flow in the test section now becomes more stable. The maximum speed is dropped to 20m/s. Comparison of flow variation in the test section before and after pitch angle modifications as measured by the air velocity transducer in table 2 clearly shows the improvement of flow. The turbulence intensity in the test section at low speed 10m/s is then examined. Several points in the test section are measured by using a high performance 2D hot wire probe. A turbulence intensity of 0.3% is found. A new KIMO-CP 100 differential pressure sensor regulated at 500Pa maximum is installed for low speed instead of the old one that has no reference series. The calibration is done at a velocity of 10m/s. The quantization error of the dynamic pressure measurement is thus reduced by a factor of two. 
Development of Longitudinal Gust Generator System
Many gust wind tunnels were found in the literatures [33] [34] [35] . Ref. 15 illustrates the variation of wind varying from 1.5 to 9.5m/s. To demonstrate this natural phenomenon, it is desired that a gust generator system should be installed in the wind tunnel. Mostly this is done by introducing a source of perturbation at the incoming section 21 . Since length of contraction to the incoming part is very short and installing a perturbation source in an incoming part may also generate high turbulence in the test section, a simple perturbing system of two rotating flat plates is installed in the diffuser 130cm behind the centre of the test section plane. Two flat plates of 18x54cm are used. Both plates are controlled by a high torque electric motor. The rotation of the plates is commanded by PC via a Labview interface. Fig. 5 shows rotating plates installed in the diffuser and the mechanism system outside wind tunnel. An air velocity transducer is used to measure velocity variation in the test section instead of a pitot tube because it has a better time response. Variation of amplitude and frequency spectrum of wind velocity in test section are performed and controlled by the plate's rotation speed, angle and initial wind tunnel speed. In this study, two types of variation flow are performed. A single gust can be generated by one rotation of the motor while a continuous gust can be simulated by running the motor continuously. Following the observation done by Watkins et. al. 15 with a variation of flow between 1.5 -9.5m/s; a mean value gust of about 5m/s is performed and presented in Fig. 6 . A cruise speed of 10m/s is considered. Fig. 6a presents the single head wind gust with the period on 0.5 second while Fig.6b presents a low oscillated wind gust. As mention above, time duration, gust amplitude can be controlled by the plate's rotation speed, angle and initial wind tunnel speed. Although the gust generator can simulate very short duration gust, the limitation of test is due to the time respond of wind speed measurement and data acquisition system which has to store a lot of data including wind speed and aerodynamics forces / moments. The shortest single gust which can be generated is about 0.3 second. The gust is highly repeatable so comparative testing can be performed on different models. The new gust generator system is used for comparative testing of rigid and flexible wing for MAV application. Fig.6c represents lift force measurement of flexible membrane wing responding to head wind single gust of +5m/s. It is noticeable that time delay of lift force related to wind speed is order of 0.1 second. Raw data of lift force presented in Newton unit increases from lift of 0.42 to 0.83N. The identical wing model with rigid structure is conducted in the same method, and it is found lift force increases from 0.42 to 0.93N.
Verification of Ground Effect in Propulsive Test at High Angle of Attack
The 45cm test section is large compared with the size of 20cm model. The wall correction method can be applied to low AoA test. However, for a low speed high AoA powered model, ground effect may influence the propeller. Ground effect is normally introduced when a rotor is close to the ground less than a half rotor diameter. This should not affect this experiment since the size of the propeller used is smaller than 15cm. Nevertheless, to confirm this, verification is done by measuring the thrust of a motor-propeller at different AoA from 0°to 90°. A maximum thrust of 150g is performed and no ground effect is found that.
VALIDATION OF EXPERIMENTAL TESTING FACILITIES AND APPLICATIONS 4.1. Result Correction
The effect of the presence of wing model on strut drag measurement is examined. The wing model is attached by another strut from the ceiling. Drag and other aerodynamic forces on the struts are compared with the absence of wing model. The difference of drag force found in two cases is less than 1% of strut drag. This value is very small when compared with drag of MAV model. In addition, this 1% difference is the same magnitude of the precision capacity of MicroBalance. Consequently, strut drag correction is obtained directly by measuring in the absence of wing model before the test. Another correction required is due to gravity. This correction is normally constant for lift force but varies little for pitching. Boundary correction, including wall correction, solid and wake blockage, is then applied following the step mentioned by Barlow and Pope 15 .
Error Analysis
Uncertainty of aerodynamic forces and moment obtained by MicroBalance consists of uncertainty of different load cells. For each load cell (i), force (F LC ) is determined by reading voltage (RV LC ) and calibration slope (m LC ):
Then, uncertainty (U) of force is introduced by uncertainty of calibration slope and of the voltage reading by: (5) The uncertainty in the voltage reading is composed of quantization error (U q ) and standard deviation (U V ) by: (6) while (7) where N is number of data.
Here, uncertainty of data variation is due to zero balance, non-linearity, non-repeatability, etc. In this study, 1000 data samples are used. The student t-factor 't', 95% confidence, is equal to 1.96 and the standard deviation 'σ' of the signal that has been averaged normally is equal to 3.5mV, so U v = 0.22. Quantization error depends on A/D converter and sensor used. A 12 bit ATI8015 card with a range of -5V to +5V is used in this test, so last-digital bit of the A/D converter is 2.44mV. So, the quantization error in signal of this A/D system is equivalent to ±1.22mV. A gain of 1000 is applied to the 1kg load cell; thus, the uncertainty of reading voltage of one load cell is equivalent to 1.44mV. This is dominated by the quantization error. The calibration slope of each load cell is found for an average value of 10 calibration tests and is approximately 1V per 1N. Uncertainty can be determined by using the 95% confidence student t-factor; thus, Um LC i = 0.005. From eq.5, the uncertainty of force of one load cell is equal to: (8) From eq.8, the uncertainty of one load cell is not constant and depends on applied force. Uncertainty of dynamic pressure can be determined by the same method. The uncertainties of dynamic pressure found are 4.3, 5.5 and 12% at speed 15, 10 and 5m/s, respectively. Aerodynamic characteristics are obtained by a combination of different load cells. Therefore, uncertainties of aerodynamic
characteristics are obtained by combining uncertainty of different load cells. Total uncertainty is determined by (9) This assumes that the contribution of load on each load cell is approximately identical. The uncertainties of measurement in lift, drag, pitch and lateral moment are approximately 0.0024N+0.5%, 0.0020N+0.5%, 0.014N.cm+0.5% and 0.020N.cm+0.5%, respectively. To determine aerodynamics of a wing (F(aero) mod el )), the measurement must be corrected for gravity (F (gravity) ) and strut drag. Table 3 summarizes all measurements that must be corrected to obtain aerodynamic coefficients of a model. The wind speed in the strut drag test and the model test may differ little. So, the drag coefficient of the strut is dimensioned by the wing surface. Model aerodynamic force (or moment) can be determined by the equation:
At 10m/s, strut drag is lower than 0.05N (5g force) and by using eq. 8, the error of force is dominated by voltage reading error (0.002N). This error of strut drag significantly impacts the result at low AoA but less at high AoA. Model gravity affects the lift and pitching result. Most aluminum models in this study have a mass around 100g. This uncertainty is constant for lift but varies for pitching. Nonetheless, this uncertainty for pitching can be reduced if the CG of the model is close to the pivot point (front strut). To decrease uncertainty of pitching, the CG of the model is normally placed on the pivot axis. By combining all uncertainties, the uncertainties of lift, drag, and all three moments are approximately 0.87g, 0.28g, and 2.0g.cm at zero loads, respectively. This increases by 5% when a load is applied.
There are two types of wing models in this study. An aluminum model has more precision because it was fabricated by machine. The error in dimension is smaller than 0.1mm so the uncertainty of surface is less than 0.0012 if wing has a chord of 100mm and a span of 200mm. Flexible wings and camber wings were hand-made fabricated of composite material. The error and precision in dimension is on the order of 1mm. The uncertainty of this wing surface therefore is higher. However, it is low compared with the uncertainty from dynamic pressure and force measurements. Finally, the uncertainty of aerodynamic coefficients is dominated by uncertainty of force at low load while it is dominated by uncertainty of pressure error at high load. At 10m/s, uncertainties of aerodynamic characteristics are about 5.6% at high AoA. Uncertainties of aerodynamic coefficients at high load increase from 5.6% to 12% for an experiment at 5m/s. Fig. 7 plots longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a rectangular flat plate with an aspect ratio of 1. The bar of uncertainty results obtained by the modified system, represented by black rectangular symbol, is presented. The results done by theory, CFD and experiment are also compared. Aerodynamic coefficient results of the old test facility system before the modification had done are plotted by the grey dash line (- 
Applications
A newly developed wind tunnel test facility has been currently used for MAV research at ISAE-SUPAERO, in particular for multi-mission MAVs. Due to its high precision many parameters were clearly determined and exhibited. Effects of planform, aspect ratio 40 , biplane combinations, and wingthickness 41 were experimentally investigated in this new facility. A propeller-wing interaction test was performed and it showed the drawback of a propulsive tractor assign for low speed flight. The knowledge obtained by these test was very helpful for development a new multi-mission MAVs. In 2007, new low speed biplane MAV [Ref. 28] was first demonstrated in MAV07 competition. The advantage of flexible wings was experimentally investigated and measured in wind tunnel by using our gust generator system 42 . This wind tunnel test clearly demonstrates the variation of aerodynamic coefficients of flexible wings during longitudinal gust test. In addition, a first VTOL MAV was experimentally tested by this high precision facility as well. The validation of testing result was also performed and compared with measured by the University of Arizona 43 . Presently, a new multi mission VTOL MAV is being developed at ISAE-SUPAERO. The interaction of propeller and wing in transition flight can be studied using the MicroBalance 44 .
CONCLUSIONS AND ON-GOING DEVELOPMENT
Due to the requirement of multi mission capacity of MAVs, an aerodynamic experimental research facility for low speed low Reynolds number MAVs is studied and developed. A high precision force balance is fabricated. The lift force measurement precision is improved from 3g to 0.24g compared with the old system of ISAE. After reducing the pitch angle of the wind tunnel's motor blade from 34deg to 22deg, the stability and turbulence intensity are greatly improved. Uncertainty of aerodynamic coefficients can be highly reduced. A gust generator has designed and installed in this wind tunnel to study the effect of a fibre-resin flexible wings. Modified facilities are used for studying wing performance, a biplane concept, a propulsive-wing interaction, and a flexible wing. Micro air vehicles are being progressively developed by ISAE. New MAV concepts for multi-tasking missions are on the way. Aerodynamic characteristics and performance of micro air vehicle including their propulsive-induced effects are studied as well. Computational tools are also developed and used to reduce the number of experimental tests in the design process. However, the aerodynamics of this newly problem are very complex due to the very low Reynolds number, high propulsive interaction, low speed flow, high angle of attack, and unconventional platform. Results of CFD sometimes cannot be validated. Although the developed facility detailed in this paper has better performance than the old facility, some low Reynolds number aerodynamic problems, such as transition flight, still cannot well performed by this facility. Therefore, the development of a series of new facilities for low Reynolds number applications has been initialized including a new low Reynolds numbers wind tunnel and test benches for micro rotorcraft. A new wind tunnel for very low Reynolds with a test section of 0.8mx1.2m and variable pitch angle fan which could perform speed of 2 to 25m/s, is now installed and has been calibrated. 
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